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United Paper Workers
International Union (UPIU)
Vote Democrat;
Democrats use recycled
paper and they prohibit or
restrict logging in national
and state forests.
United Steelworkers of
America (USWA) vote
Democrat; Democrats
provide incentives to use
recycled steel.
United Auto Workers
(UAW) vote Democrat;
Democrats prefer to drive
imports—check out the
vehicles with the Kerry
stickers.
National Education
Association (NEA) vote
Democrat; Democrats
protect incompetent
teachers, not education.
Association of Trial
Lawyers of America vote
Democrat; Democrats
clog up the court system
and waste time and
money fighting for people
who are guilty, drive up
costs with frivolous law
suits & ACLU crap.
International Brotherhood
of Teamsters (IBT) vote
Democrat; Democrats
impose taxes, restrictions,
environmental controls
and support legislative
initiatives that essentially
slows down or halts high
quality-level commerce
and evidently IBT doesn’t
support women.
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Movement Afoot to Fire All National
Incumbent Representatives
For years states have been
spending billions on illegal
immigrants, but your representatives in DC have no
idea what to do.
They
handed down the monster
Medicare Plan that is different for each state and
income level; it serves no
one, but does screw those
who don’t sign-up or those
who could have once afforded their medicine.
Bart Stupak referred to
the UN as a humanitarian
organization and Carl
Levin is blocking the Barrett Report from being released because innocent
names appear in there.
Though blacking them out
would be simple, it’s way
too complex for career politicians in DC and especially too complex for those
with law degrees.

is going on, illegals are coming across the border in
droves, people can’t afford
to drive to work or pay for
medicine, liberals are eating up private property, and
those who represent you
find it more important to
legislate more morality by
prohibiting on-line gambling.
There is still the Secret
Squirrel stuff going on in
Congress, and no one except
Curt Weldon is concerned
about Able Danger and the
theft of our documents by
Sandy Berger. More links
back to the Clintons, but
they are liberal icons and
highly protected by the political insiders.
The movement to fire all
the national incumbents
has been gaining strength
and may have some merit.

While the war on terrorism

When was the last time you
voted for a guy that has a
fire in his or her belly to
support the Constitution
and gain control on the big
government, but had no
money in their campaign
coffers? When it comes to
national office, probably
never. No one wants to vote
for a person they don’t
know, or at least had a
chance to see on television
and hear on the radio.
A significant portion of the
media is perhaps the biggest contributor to the longevity of politicians. They
regurgitate what ever the
elected official sends them
and are in awe when they
stop by or call into their
talk shows. What is truly
unfortunate is that liberals
and unions don’t care who
represents them, as long as
they’re Democrats

Right-to-Work
Don’t make the mistake of
thinking that unions are
unnecessary or have been
the direct results of lost
revenue among Michigan
automakers and suppliers;
to the contrary—it is the
result of greed and poor
management. The worker
seems to pay the price for
the overpaid incompetents.

Collective bargaining is an
idea carried over from the
20th Century. Keeping a
law firm on retainer to review contracts and both
defend an employee and
enforce the letter of the
contract makes more sense
today. Unions may have
become archaic and cost
Americans many jobs.

One significant problem is
class-envy; managers who
actually know what they’re
doing receive huge rewards
for doing good jobs while
the union worker just gets
paid by the hour. Imagine
what the world would be
like if we were all paid
based on what we think
we’re worth.
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NAIS: Bully In Your Backyard By C. J. Williams
The National Animal Identification
System (NAIS) is a program that’s being
crammed down America’s throat by the
USDA and the National Institute for Animal Agriculture (NIAA).
The NIAA is comprised of two primary
groups: (1) large corporate meat production players and (2) makers of radio frequency identification chips (RFID). It’s
yet another non-government organization
that’s found a cash-cow that can be
funded at taxpayer’s expense, specifically
electronic surveillance of all farm animals
whether they’re housed on a farm or not.
And, of course, our congressmen are
allowing this dictatorial invasion of our
privacy to go forward as a government
program without congressional debate or
legislation. In fact, the Bioterrorism Act
of 2002 funded the Animal ID program
with a grant for the development of a
written plan although the global program
was hatched over a decade ago. To brainwash us into accepting the plan on the
heels of the World Trade Center attack,
along came Mad Cow Disease, a fear factor of sorts that was extremely minimal
in scope and likely contrived.
The NAIS is purportedly intended to
“protect” our food chain through a series
of incremental maneuvers that will record places where animals are housed,
the animals themselves, and their movements or death. However, it will protect
nothing other than corporate profits and
a corporate monopoly on food production.
In truth, the NAIS tramples the rights
of little farm operations and drums out
competition, including your neighbor who
makes a little pin money by selling a few
dozen eggs each week. It also tramples
the rights of youngsters who want a pet
rabbit or pony to call their own.
If you’re thinking NAIS won’t affect you
since you’ve no critters or land to keep
them on, think again; it’s only one small
step from accepting this invasion of privacy to finding yourself “chipped” so your
movements can be monitored, too. Silence is, after all, the voice of consent!
The NAIS requires two mandatory registrations. The first commands everyone
who owns even one horse, cow, pig,
chicken, turkey, duck, sheep, goat, rabbit,
fish, or virtually any animal that could
conceivable be considered livestock to pay
to register a critter’s home base by 2007,
including its owner’s name, address and
telephone number. This will be matched
to Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates in a federal database under a 7digit “premises ID number”. The GPS

coordinates are used for Big Brother’s satellite-assisted, “eye-in-the-sky”, method of locating homes and farms.
The second mandatory registration forces
owners to pay for a 15-digit ID number for
each individual animal by 2008. These will
also be kept in a federal database, but, while
it’s claimed the database will be monitored
by a government agency, program management and database monitoring could be
turned over to a private entity.
Regardless, even when raising animals as
pets, you’ll need an individual ID for each
animal in order to buy, sell or otherwise acquire or dispose of them, and even to transport one across the road to Farmer Jones’
stud-muffin ranchero.
However, large-scale producers can ID
groups of animals raised and processed together by a single group number. This will
help large corporations squeeze out even
more little people who raise small numbers
of animals since the cost and hassle of Big
Brother’s program simply won’t be worth it.
In the case of non-food animals such as
horses, individual IDs will be required for
trips to the vet, horse shows, rodeos, fairs, or
even trail rides through neighboring property.
And this, mind you, is to help keep us safe
from terrorists lurking around a one-stable
horse barn or ten-bird chicken coop. What
malarkey!
For animals subject to individual ID numbers, the owner will be required to attach an
RFID chip implanted tag to each animal and
report: The animal’s birth date, when its ID
tag was applied, each time an animal loses
its tag, each time a tag is replaced, each time
an animal leaves or enters its registered
premises, and an animal’s slaughter, death,
or “gone missing” status. These “events”
must be reported within 24 hours and the
USDA has plans for enforcement through
costly fines, which could be levied daily, to
ensure that animal owners comply even
though our congressmen have enacted no law
to force this upon the American people.
Not only will this asinine program wipe out
farmers, it will also wipe out the rodeo circuit in rural America and devastate county
fairs and 4H and Future Farmers of America
projects designed to help children learn how
to care for and show their animals.
NAIS will wipe them out because this totally unnecessary program that’s now being
force-fed to the American public will simply
not be worth the effort or cost to comply with
Big Brother’s manipulative premises registration, RFID tagging, and subsequent reporting of every animal that moves to a
show, county fair, rodeo, or into a stewpot on
your stove.

If you’re one of those who likes to buy
farm-fresh eggs, a gallon of fresh milk,
home-smoked hams, or half a steer directly
from someone who can call every chicken,
pig or cow by name, then you best step to
the plate and voice your displeasure to
your congressmen over this intrusion into
your right or anyone’s right to do so.
We’re losing the right to provide for ourselves at every turn, folks, and those we
elect to represent us are aiding and abetting the taking away of those rights.
They’re deaf to their constituency, but all
ears to lobbyists working for corporations
that want the upper hand in controlling
our land, our water, and our ability to survive without becoming totally dependent
on federal government hand-outs or, God
forbid, a global government that can and
will dictate how much we’ll take home
from the company store.
At the rate we’re going, there’ll come a
time when future generations will have
lost the knowledge of how to plant a nonbio-engineered seed and make it grow in
real soil, how to till a field, shear sheep,
milk a cow, or smoke bacon, and, most
importantly, how to survive without total
dependence on Big Brother.
We have to start taking back America…our land and our water and our right
to use both as we, not the federal and state
buzzards and their Gang Green cronies
and smoozing corporations, see fit.
Every scumbag sitting in a chair that
could conceivably have “government”
pasted across its back and who is even
remotely supporting the UN’s Agenda 21
must be unseated as soon as legally possible. If not, it’s going to be more of the
same with programs and mandates even
worse than this Animal ID balderdash yet
to come.
In fact, as of June 6th, Big Brother
forced any hay-growing operation with
more than 11 full-time employees to record
the field each load of hay comes from; the
truck that hauls the hay; the driver’s name
and contact information and the same for
those who help load and unload it; the
name and address of the hay purchaser;
and the date the hay arrives at a destination. Hay growers with fewer than 11 employees must comply by December 9, 2006.
It’s all part of the “Bioterrorism Act”,
folks, but it’s also most assuredly part of
the UN’s Agenda 21, a plan that will destroy our nation’s spirit and the individual
rights of every citizen who calls America
their homeland. ~ CJ
http://libertyark.net/
http://www.animalagriculture.org/
http://nonais.org/
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What’s Mine is Mine and What’s Yours is Mine, Too
By Max Adams
We all know that here in the
U.P. of Michigan, various entities have gobbled up all but
about 15% of our land already
and some of that remaining 15%
is controlled with conservation
easements. Now those whom
you have elected to represent
your best interests want to
throw the States a small bone
wrapped in federal dollars, to
encourage you to open up your
private property to recreational
users.
It seems the recreational users are running out of places to
“do their thing” now that more
and more of our National and
State Forests are being blocked
off for “preservation for future
generations” and to “protect” the
very long and ever growing list
of endangered species.
I also have to wonder how this
legislation happens to be a potential amendment to the Food
Security Act of 1985. It doesn’t
seem to have much to do with
protecting our food supply, does
it?
If you haven’t read US Senate
Bill 548 sponsored by Senator
Kent Conrad of North Dakota
and proposed during the 2005
109th Congress First Session or
its companion bill, HR 1351 in
the US House of Representatives, please take the time to do
so.
As of May 22, 2006, this pending legislation, the Voluntary
Public Access and Wildlife Habitat Incentive Program Act of
2005, also became known as the
Open Fields Act. As far as I can
determine, it’s still sitting in

committees in both the house and
the senate and I think that’s a
great place to let it rot. This bill’s
purpose is to get you to open up
your private land under an unspecified program to be administered by
your state or tribal government.
Just what we need – more regulations!

ryone over to play with your
toys”.

It is absolutely mind-boggling
that hunters and fishermen are
actually supporting this one!
They think they’re being gifted
with new places to hunt and
fish when in reality they are
being used to open the door for
What’s actually happening is more regulation of private land.
that the federal government is figGuys and gals, think very
uring out that by eliminating your
hard
about this one. If you buy
recreational access to the land that
into
this
nonsense, what you are
belongs to We The People- not “The
Government”- they and the states really saying is that it’s all right
are losing a ton of money that used to be forced out of the public
to be spent by recreational users lands that WE THE People alwho have less and less land to ready own in common and have
traditionally enjoyed for generations,
hunt, fish, watch birds or otherwise
and encourage more government
engage in any wildlife activities on.
control of private property.
Congress came up with a great way
to fix this problem – they’ll just use
I’m a hunter, too, but I’d
your land as a place for others to rather fight to maintain the use
have a grand old time, and continue of the Public Land that We The
bringing in millions of dollars into People already own to hunt on
the state and federal coffers while and protect the rights of my
strangers swarm all
own land. We’ve
over your property.
got to quit backThey seem mysti“Me first, me first! I
ing up now!
fied that landownwant to let everyone
Of course good
ers aren’t leaping to
ole Debbie Stabstand in line yelluse my land!”
em-now is coing, “Me first, me
sponsoring
this
first! I want to let
legislation.
Several
others
who
everyone use my land!”
have sworn to represent your
It should seem strange to you best interests in Michigan supthat after tying up tens of thou- port it, including Republican
sands of acres of public land, add- Joe “Anti-Gun” Schwarz who is
ing more and more restrictions on hoping to hold his District 7
recreational use, and closing down seat in the Michigan House of
access to OUR Public Land, they Representatives.
Now why
now want to throw you a peanut would someone who is opposed
and use YOUR PRIVATE LAND for to guns support federal legislapublic recreation. Kind of reminds tion that would open up private
me of a couple of kids playing: “You property to hunters?
can’t play with my toys because you
I will remember this one in
might break them – let’s invite eveNovember! Will you? ~ MA
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Agenda 21’s Assault on America
Last spring, an unidentified employee of
the Houghton Daily Mining Gazette who
penned an editorial rebutting my op-ed piece
regarding proposed anti-bullying in schools
legislation lambasted me for being “badly off
the mark”.
Actually, the proposed Michigan legislation is a global gay right’s initiative and also
an offshoot of countless other initiatives
emanating from the United Nation's Agenda
21, a plan for the 21st Century that a vast
majority
of
John
and
Jane
Doe citizens know extremely little
or nothing about.
However, as Agenda 21 continues to be
implemented in our nation, we're going to
see all sorts of attempts at societal changes
that will affect virtually every facet of our
lives, destroying freedoms of choice and constitutional rights along the way. It’s designed to undermine traditional family values, Christian values, and all individual
rights. Quite a task you may be thinking,
but the blueprint was designed in such a
way decades ago that Agenda 21 could be
slowly and strategically implemented and
then kicked into high gear at the turn of the
21st Century without our being any the
wiser.
Agenda 21 is a forty-chapter document
containing policy recommendations regarding how you, your family, and all who make
up a global society are to be socially engineered and reorganized around the principles of environmental protection, social equity (evenhandedness), and what is referred
to as “sustainable” economic development.
Agenda 21 is, in fact, synonymous with Sustainable Development.
In order to ensure compliance with the
principles of Agenda 21, we are to be managed by government rather than us managing government, as Americans have had a
Constitutional right to do since our nation
was founded.
Regardless, government’s
power over the American people is growing
stronger each day, and we are being socially
engineered to accept it. In reality, we are
becoming like a flock of sheep that’s easily
herded where the “act locally/think globally”
herders want us to go both mentally and
physically; a nation of Sheeple herded by
traitorous wolves in sheep’s clothing.
Perhaps knowing this will help you better
understand why it seems that conservatives
are constantly being drawn into a debate
with the liberal far left regarding the value
of Christian principles and constitutional
rights that have sustained our country for
over 200 years.
While campaigning for the presidency,
John Kerry made a comment about our
country needing to get a good mark on the
"global report card". He was referring to an
incremental five-year judgmental review of
progress being made toward implementing
Agenda 21 in America.

We’re now into the second marking period
since Agenda 21 was kicked into high gear at
the turn of the century, and with every year
that passes more and more of our individual
rights and freedoms, as well as our national
sovereignty, will be dissolved. In fact, it
seems lately that the facilitators, including
some state governors and congressmen, can’t
move fast enough. But, as Agenda 21 is becoming more transparent, haste is imperative before citizens catch on to what Sustainable Development fully entails.
This is happening on a global basis in every
country, large and small, yet mass media will
not break the bond of silence and expose the
truth of the matter. However, money is a
great motivator when it comes to buying
silence.
Some who’ve been tracking Agenda 21 for
years believe that extremely wealthy members of the Bilderberg Group and Trilateral
Commission are behind it, but to date no one
has been able to penetrate the secrecy surrounding the group or its meetings. Agenda
21 does, though, seem to be fueled by great
power and tremendous wealth, and no doubt
a lust for even more power and wealth is the
driving force of those who want to gain control of all the world’s resources, including the
workforce. And, of course, our nation’s tremendous resource wealth will be the last
fruit plucked because American’s still have
Constitutional rights.
Many of those rights were compromised
through the attack on the New York Trade
Center and Pentagon, which successfully
created a fear factor that reverberates to this
day. A growing number of American people
now doubt this was solely a terrorist attack,
partly because a declassified government
document, dubbed the Northwoods Document, indicates that faking terrorist attacks
was thought of to create support for a war
against Cuba in the early 1960’s.
Regardless, the events of 9-11 have played
a large part in the American public’s willingness to have their rights and freedoms compromised in the name of homeland security.
But it is these rights and freedoms that
stand in the way of fully implementing
Agenda 21 in our nation, including dictates
governing every single facet of our life.
In effect, America is being “re-developed”
through a contrived scheme based on utopian
ideology, computer modeling, and a notion
that human nature can be manipulated to
form a perfect society where all live in peace
and harmony...a two class system comprised
of a socially lobotomized proletariat satisfied
to live out their lives on barely sustainable
crumbs that can be spared by wealthy and
powerful elitists. And it's being orchestrated
globally, nationally, regionally, and locally
without citizens' knowledge or consent because no freedom loving American in their
right mind would ever consent to anything
like this.

By C. J. Williams

One of the most visible signs of government’s power over people is the assault on
private property rights. The slow and deliberate transition to land use policies that dictate how we can use our public and private
land and all its resources has been quietly
and skillfully guided by US government
agencies and non-government organizations
(NGOs) that are supportive of Agenda 21.
They are bringing us the Wildlands Project,
which will make as much as 50% of America
off limits to all but a very limited few.
Less visible are the social engineering initiatives that are undermining our nation’s
moral fiber and substituting it with a great
deal of tolerance for what many Americans
find repulsive. In good part, this is easily
being done because communists and their
sympathizers have been successful in achieving goals that became of part of the Congressional Record in 1963.
Among the 45 goals read into the Record
are these: Infiltrate the churches and replace
revealed religion with “social” religion. Discredit the Bible and emphasize the need for
intellectual maturity, which does not need a
“religious crutch”; Eliminate prayer or any
phase of religious expression in schools on
the grounds that it violates the principle of
“separation of church and state”; Get control
of the schools. Use them as transmission
belts for socialism and current communist
propaganda. Soften the curriculum. Get
control of teachers’ associations. Put the
party line in textbooks; Eliminate all laws
governing obscenity by calling them
“censorship” and a violation of free speech
and free press; Break down cultural standards of morality by promoting pornography
and obscenity in books, magazines, motion
pictures, radio, and TV; Present homosexuality, degeneracy and promiscuity as “normal,
natural, healthy”; Discredit the family as an
institution. Encourage Promiscuity and easy
divorce; Emphasize the need to raise children away from the negative influence of
parents. Attribute prejudices, mental blocks
and retarding of children to suppressive influence of parents.
Overt and covert supporters and/or facilitators of the Agenda 21 plan, who may or may
not have knowledge of its true intent, belong
to and are active in both political parties that
dominate America. Other willing supporters,
who deceptively entice others along, are entrenched in certain government agencies
and non-governmental environmental organizations that are partnered with the
IUCN (World Conservation Union).
And, whether you choose to believe it or
not, Agenda 21, all chapters and verse, are
being implemented in our nation by
some very far left-leaning American leaders
at all levels. And that is truth, not fictionalized guesswork gibberish that’s badly off the
mark. ~ CJ
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What’s Politically UP? By J. C. Powers
The primary elections are over
and in many circles the Democrat
incumbents have won their spot on
the November ballot. What is most
disturbing is that in the 110th State
Representative District, the people
have chosen a Democrat in what
could be regarded as the single most
intriguing display of political ignorance in the history of the 110th
District. Please stand-by as our
sleuth reporterette, CJ, uncovers
some intriguing information on the
Dem’s 110th District Chosen One.
In the same area, a letter from a
retired Air Force security NCO to
the Mining Gazette lambasted Bart
Stupak for his anti-American stance
on the floor of the U. S. Congress.
Mr. Stupak was compelled to write
a response in defense of his partisan
anti-American posturing. Like Joe
Biden and Hillary Clinton who are
serving on the US Senate Armed

Services Committee, Bart Stupak is
also militarily ignorant.. We here at
the YS are confident that most of
those veterans who warmly receive
Stupak at their posts also understand
why it has become necessary to recall
2,500 Marines because recruitment
numbers are down. Aside from their
effective removal of the testicles from
America’s young men and ovaries
from the young women of military
age, the hostile Democrats are also
quite proficient at undermining our
efforts against terrorism. Stupak is a
shinning example of what happens
when an incompetent person is given
more information than they can possibly handle. Stupak may indeed be
an idiot; but he’s your idiot.
Shall we just reelect Stupak to
show-off our overwhelming tendency
to comply with the famous line from
Forest Gump --- “Stupid is as stupid
does”?

Elsewhere around the UP there’s
definitely a lack of good, qualified
candidates to serve the Yoopers in
Lansing. In the 109th District, the
Democrat candidate, mentored by his
drunken cohort, may, unfortunately,
turn out to be the most desirable candidate. The GOP candidate arrived
from LA, CA about ten years ago and
has been very successful at riding his
family’s shirttails in the business
world. In these uncertain times, we
don’t need an uncertain person representing us. The Democrat candidate
for the 109th is a retired public school
teacher; not a disqualifier by any
stretch, but over the last six years
he’s been the handler of the out-going
state representative who now has a
personal-injury accident that coincides with one of two drunk driving
arrests under his belt since taking
office. This merely indicates a lack of
adult supervision.

